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DEPARTMENT 24 - ANTIQUE TRACTORS

THIS IS A NON-JUDGED SHOW - NO TRACTOR PARADE

RULES:
1. Nothing newer than 1990. 
2. All tractors must be able to run on Fairgrounds by their own power. 
3. No Entry Fee.
4. All entries must be registered by Monday, August 15th, at 11:00 A.M.
5. Neither Dayton Fair nor Smicksburg Antique Tractor & Machinery Club Inc will be held 
responsible for damage or theft. 
6. No tractors or equipment will be taken out of fairgrounds until after Sunday morning, after fair 
ends.
7. Each exhibitor will be given one pass; regardless of number of pieces displayed, to get in the 
gate only for the week.  Antique Tractor Club to provide list of those exhibitors to the fair office.
Class - Any make or model after 1980 (will not be judged)
1. Before 1920 10. Best Ford
2. 1920-1929 11. Best AC
3. 1930-1939 12. Best Oliver
4. 1940-1949 13. Best Other
5. 1950-1959 14. Judges Choice
6. 1960-1969 15. Lawn Tractors
7. 1970-1980 16. Most Original
8. Best John Deere 17. Best Detailed
9. Best Farmall

For More Information:
Leo Hawkins 724-286-9004 Glenn Alabran 724-286-9856
Jeff Martin 814-938-6590 Kevin Bish 814-257-9880
Ron Byers 724-286-9004

ANTIQUE TRACTOR ENTRY

NAME_______________________________________________________________

ADDRESS ___________________________________________________________
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DIVISION 1
PRE-FAIR STOCK ANTIQUE TRACTOR PULL CONTEST

PRE-1960 4 MPH TRACTORS ONLY
WEIGHT CLASSES 4,500 - 5,500 - 6,500 - 7,500 - 8,500

SATURDAY, AUGUST 13, at 10 a.m.
For more information, contact Bob Bresnock at 724-397-9195

$15.00 Hook Fee
NO TURBO

Contest open to the following makes and models manufactured BEFORE 1960 (including models that started 
before 1960 and were manufactured after 1960):
1. Allis Chambers - D15, D17, D19, or any older model
2. Case - 600, 700, 800, or any older model
3. Cockshutt - any model
4. Ferguson - any model
5. Ford - 681, 881, or any older model
6. International - 340, 460, 560, or any older model
7. John Deere - Two cylinder tractors only
8. Massey Ferguson - 30, 50, 65, 85, or any old model Massey Harris - any model
9. Minneapolis-Moline - 4 star, 5 star or any old model
10. Oliver - 660, 770, 880, 990, or any older model
11. Silver King - any model

Tractors that CAN NOT meet the following rules may pull in the OPEN FARM classes
TRACTORS MAY NOT PULL IN BOTH ANTIQUE AND OPEN CLASSES

ANNOUNCEMENTS MADE THE DAY OF THE PULL
WILL TAKE PRECEDENCE OVER WRITTEN RULES

1. Tractors do not have to have working PTO. 
2. Must pull from a solid drawbar. 
3. Only OEM side panels are permitted.
4. No four wheel drives.
5. Maximum tire size 15.5-38 for weight classes 4500, 5500, & 6500.  Maximum tire size 18.4 for weight classes 

7500 & 8500. Top cut tires permitted.
6.
7.

8. No adjustment of hydraulic hitch while pulling.
9. Pulling committee has right to stop or DQ any tractor operating in an unsafe manner.
10. Tractors may be rechecked after pull if there is any question of rule violation.
11. All weights must be securely fastened, any loss of weights on track is immediate DQ.
12. Drivers must remain seated at all times.
13. Only 2 people admitted with each entry, one driver and one helper, additional pit passes must be purchased.
14. Minimum of 14 years of age permitted to pull, all minors must have written consent from parent/guardian with 

proper ID and must sign a release waiver.
15. Only one person permitted on tractor at all times, violation of this rule will result in removal from pits and loss of pit 

passes.  NO EXCEPTIONS!
16. No turbo permitted in any class.
17. All tractors to be visually inspected prior to pulling, committee has the right to reject any entry.
18. No profanity or altercations will be tolerated.  This includes club members and may result in removal from show 

grounds.
19. Wheelie bars permitted.
20. Pump fuel only.
21. NO alcohol or drugs will be tolerated.
22. Only two horn warnings will be allowed for going over the 4.0 mph speed limit, third warning will result in red flag 

DQ.
23. Tractor will not be permitted to pull in 4.0 mph and open.
24. Tractors pulling in the 7500 4.0 mph may pull 5 mph 8500 factory field stock as second class.
25.

Premiums - 1st $50.00  2nd $35.00  3rd $20.00
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DIVISION 2
PRE-FAIR OPEN ANTIQUE TRACTOR PULL CONTEST

PRE-1960 TRACTORS ONLY
WEIGHT CLASSES 4,500 & 5,500 OPEN

SATURDAY, AUGUST 13, at 10 a.m.
For more information, contact Bob Bresnock at 724-397-9195

$15.00 Hook
NO TURBO

Contest open to the following makes and models manufactured BEFORE 1960 (including models that started 
before 1960 and were manufactured after 1960):
1. Allis Chambers - D15, D17, D19, or any older model
2. Case - 600, 700, 800, or any older model
3. Cockshutt - any model
4. Ferguson - any model
5. Ford - 681, 881, or any older model
6. International - 340, 460, 560, or any older model
7. John Deere - Two cylinder tractors only
8. Massey Ferguson - 30, 50, 65, 85, or any old model Massey Harris - any model
9. Minneapolis-Moline - 4 star, 5 star or any old model
10. Oliver - 660, 770, 880, 990, or any older model
11. Silver King - any model

Tractors that CAN NOT meet the following rules may pull in the OPEN FARM classes
TRACTORS MAY NOT PULL IN BOTH ANTIQUE AND OPEN CLASSES

ANNOUNCEMENTS MADE THE DAY OF THE PULL
WILL TAKE PRECEDENCE OVER WRITTEN RULES

1. Helmet, fire suite, leather shoes recommended.
2. Must pull from solid drawbar.
3. Side panels are permitted.
4. No four wheel drives.
5. Max tire size is 18.4-38, cut tires permitted.
6.
7.

8. Pulling committee has right to stop or DQ any tractor operating in unsafe manner.
9. Tractors may be rechecked after pull if there is any question of rule violation.
10. All weights must be securely fastened, any loss of weights on track is immediate DQ.
11. Drivers must remain seated at all times.
12. Only 2 people admitted with each entry, one driver and one helper, additional pit passes may be purchased.
13. Minimum of 16 years of age permitted to pull, all minors must have written consent from parent/guardian with 

proper ID and must sign a release waiver.
14. Only one person permitted on tractor at all times, violation of this rule will result in removal from pits and loss of pit 

passes.  NO EXCEPTIONS!
15. No turbo permitted in any class.
16. All tractors to be visually inspected prior to pulling, committee has the right to reject any entry.
17. No profanity or altercations will be tolerated.  This includes club members and may result in removal from show 

grounds.
18. Wheelie bars required.
19. NO alcohol or drugs will be tolerated.
20.
21. All tractors must use same engine as tractor manufacturer (i.e. International with International engine, JD with JD 

engine, Oliver with Waukesha).

Premiums - 1st $50.00  2nd $35.00  3rd $20.00
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DIVISION 3
FACTORY FIELD STOCK

Saturday, August 13, 2022 at 10 a.m.
ANY YEAR 5 MPH LIMIT

WEIGHT CLASS 7,500 8,500 9,500
THESE TRACTORS WILL PULL AFTER ALL ANTIQUE TRACTORS ARE DONE

For more information, contact Bob Bresnock at 724-397-9195
Hook fee $15

1. Tractor must be equipped with engine from the factory for that model with no modifications.
2. Tractors must have working PTO.
3. Must pull from solid drawbar.
4. Only OEM side panels are permitted.
5. No four wheel drives.
6. Max tire size is 18.4-38 or factory equipped for that model, no cut tires.
7.
8.

9. No adjustment of hydraulic hitch while pulling.
10. Pulling committee has right to stop or DQ any tractor operating in unsafe manner.
11. Tractors may be rechecked after pull if there is any question of rule violation.
12. All weights must be securely fastened, any loss of weights on track is immediate DQ.

13. Drivers must remain seated at all times.
14. Only 2 people admitted with each entry, one driver and one helper, additional pit passes may be 

purchased.
15. Minimum of 14 years of age permitted to pull, all minors must have written consent from parent/guardian 

with proper ID and must sign a release waiver.
16. Only one person permitted on tractor at all times, violation of this rule will result in removal from pits and 

loss of pit passes.  NO EXCEPTIONS!
17. No turbo permitted in any class.
18. All tractors to be visually inspected prior to pulling, committee has the right to reject any entry.
19. No profanity or altercations will be tolerated.  This includes club members and may result in removal from 

show grounds.
20. Wheelie bars permitted.

21. Pump fuel only.
22. NO alcohol or drugs will be tolerated.
23. Only two horn warnings will be allowed for going over the 5 mph speed limit, third warning will result in red 

flag DQ.
24. Each tractor may pull in two classes only.
25.

Premiums - 1st $50.00  2nd $35.00  3rd $20.00


